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Elements can be considered as substantial or formal. In the first case, they show intrinsic
properties which make them distinct (1a). In the second case, they are variables distinguished
by an opposition between them (1b). My aim is to argue that such formal elements can be
defined without referring to a “paradigmatic” relation.

(1) a.
A B

~A B

b.

Hjelmslev (1943) proposes that the paradigmatic and syntagmatic dimensions are determined
by operators OR and AND.1 The first is responsible for alternations. The second is responsible
for coexistence. In autosegmental phonology, coexistence is not limited to linearity. It is also
instantiated by association lines (2a). In other terms, AND (here noted with “+”) applies in
several dimensions (2b).

(2) a. b.

I  show that  OR also  applies  in  several  dimensions.  Consider  Opposition (a  paradigmatic
relation) and  Obligatory Contour (a syntagmatic relation).  If  we represent them as binary
functions, we observe that they associate their respective inputs with the same output.

An opposition between two elements cannot be accurate if these are identical (3). Formally,
the opposition x~y is wrong if both x and y are wrong or if both are true.

(3) Opposition (~)
x y x~y

1 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 1

0 0 0

x ~ y is true only if x ≠ y

e.g. /a/ ~ /u/

/a/ ~ /a/*

In the same way, a contour between two elements cannot be accurate if these are identical (4).
Formally, the contour x--y is wrong if both x and y are wrong or if both are true.

1 These operators do not formally correspond to inclusive disjunction and conjunction.
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(4) Obligatory Contour (--)
x y x--y

1 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 1

0 0 0

x -- y is true only if x ≠ y

e.g. a -- u

a -- a*

The  comparison  between  (3)  and  (4)  reveals  that  Opposition and  Obligatory  Contour
correspond to the same binary function:  the exclusive disjunction.  As a  consequence,  the
operator OR (more exactly: XOR) exists in two dimensions: the paradigmatic dimension and
the syntagmatic dimension.

Now see the autosegmental representation in (5). Linearity and association lines are still
noted by horizontal and vertical “+” respectively. As for Obligatory Contour, it is noted by
“~”. Provided that elements are derived from relations (see 1b), they are not represented yet.

(5) + + +

~ ~ ~

+ + + +

Since  variables  connected  by  OR  cannot  be  identical  (see  3,  4),  a  distinction  between
elements A and B is necessarily derived from this structure (6). Additionally, I argue that a
third distinct variable C is needed to prevent a contradiction between A~B and A+B.

(6) + + +

~ ~ ~

+ + + +

A B A B

C CC C

In sum, 3 distinct formal elements can be defined by referring to syntagmatic relations only.
Of course, another dimension is still necessary in order to distinguish other words from the
basic  configuration  in  (6).  But  such  an  additional  dimension  should  not  be  called
“paradigmatic”. Indeed, the dichotomy between paradigmatic and syntagmatic dimensions is
now subject to discussion: i.e. both involve OR. They differ only in speech (syntagm is heard,
paradigm is not). In this respect, I will propose that the paradigmatic dimension of one word
is nothing but the syntagmatic dimension of another word (7).

(7) word A

word B
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